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It was hot, but not too hot. Crowded, but not too crowded. The sun was shining and hoards of 
tank-topped adolescence would soon flood the gates of Chicago’s annual Lollapalooza. The 
first set started at 11:00 a.m., but a dedicated few were there early. Small factions could be 
spotted all around Grant Park, scouring for rare patches of shade, resting before the 12 hours 
of continuous live music began. It was Day 1 of the festival and, predictably, anticipation was 
at its highest. The world’s most diverse and expansive gathering of live music can be 
exhausting, so it’s only in these bubbling preliminary moments when one witlessness the 
tangible suspense, the exhilaration begging to explode before it actually does. Not to mention, 
seeing Grant Park as it usually is—green, lush, well kept—while still hosting Lollapalooza is 
very rare. The early risers, the brave ravers patiently waiting feet in front of Perry’s infamous 
EDM-fueled stage, unanimously decorated in tie-dye headbands and backpacks, or the ones 
communally denting a bottle of vodka before the festivities even begin, are the dedicated, 
lucky few who get to witness the calm before the storm. 
 
But then it got hotter, and the music started. It’s hard not to be lured in by the pulsating 
Perry’s, so the initial crowd swarmed to Young Bloods and Chicago’s The White Panda. The 
early afternoon’s most impressive act, however, was Brazil’s O Roppa. With an eclectic sound 
that fused hints of reggae, rock, and funk, they performed their way into the heart’s of an 
impressively large crowd. Smiles were unanimous, and the Brazilian flag surprisingly flew 
over the heads of many. Their credibility dipped slightly, though, when they did a hasty and 
disorganized cover of Deep Purple’s “Smoke on the Water,” a possible owe to the hundreds of 
middle aged men in the crowd whose high school band’s repertoire was more than likely that 
and “Stairway to Heaven.” 
 



A quick stop back to Perry’s, and T.E.E.D., or Totally Enormous Extinct Dinosaurs, who was 
actually just included in Chicago Monthly’s Season of the Synth, was sporting his signature 
headdress—although this time it was much more of a flower-esque arrangement—and gentle 
lulling over his unique concoction of franticly calming beats.  
 
The heat was peaking, reaching just south of 100°F, and an unfortunate few succumbed to its 
powers. And when I say few, I mean enough to fill literally every bench surrounding the 
massive Buckingham Fountain. The omnipresent shrieking of sirens almost began to function 
as an additional instrument that bands had to incorporate into their set. 
 
The masked SBTRKT (pronounced “subtract”) slowed things down in the late afternoon with 
a bit of passionate downtempo electro, as did The Head & The Heart with a strain of indie folk 
that only Seattle could produce. It was a restful afternoon in their respective hands. But The 
Shins, Porter Robinson, NERO, and Passion Pit, whose attendance was noteworthy as they 
have canceled a number of August shows while lead singer Michael Angelakos “improves his 
mental health,” ramped the energy back up as the sun set behind Chicago’s breathtaking 
skyline. More photos were being taken of the sun piercing through Willis tower than the 
shows themselves.  
 
It was while I was at Perry’s stage watching NERO when the chaos began. While in the midst 
of a heart-pounding electro set, festival staff came onstage and whispered something into the 
producer’s ear. The music soon abruptly stopped and staff began covering the equipment in 
plastic tarps. After the boos subsided, everyone's first though was rain. But the skies were still 
pretty clear and nothing official had been announced. But shortly thereafter I received a 
media email that said Lollapalooza was indefinitely canceled due to impending storms. Police 
would help evacuate and everyone receiving the email should utilize social media to alert the 
public. Lollapalooza made the official announcement moments later via their speaker system, 
but as the weather was still pleasant and storm clouds were nonexistent, the severity of the 
situation was lost. There was a slow stream of people making their way towards the exit, but 
the employees, doing their damndest to shoo people out, were vastly outnumbered. A lot of 
concertgoers simply stood around, assuming the festivities would resume at any moment. But, 
finally, they got us all out and we were funneled onto Michigan Ave. The only way to describe 
the scene at that point was pandemonium. Absolute chaos. A sea of people who were 
moments ago comfortably spread out across Grant Park were now funneled into the streets of 
Chicago. Honks were incessant as cars got caught in the endless stream. Every outcrop, ledge, 
and awning provided shelter from the impeding storm. The sky turned black—jet black. 
Winds started to pick up. And my hotel, the Hilton Chicago, located about 2 blocks from 
Lollapalooza’s entrance, might as well have been the festival’s new location. Fighting my way 
through the crowd to get to the elevators was like trying to cut through a massive wedge of 
cheese. As I struggled through the lobby, the storm finally hit. Sideways rain pelted the hotel 
with such ferocity that you could hardly speak over the noise. Trees whipped back and forth, 



dangerously testing the elasticity of their trunks. And traffic completely stopped, as if 
everyone behind the wheel of a car had instant and utter respect for this feat of Mother 
Nature. It was clear that their decision to cancel the festival was categorically the right call—
especially after the recent tragic stage collapses. The storm did finally pass, though, and even 
though no official word on Lolla’s status had been released, spirits were still high. The hotel 
bar was packed, screams were ubiquitous, and those not fortunate enough to find shelter 
during the storm used the rain as an excuse to reintroduce themselves to their barbaric 
ancestors. 

Lollapalooza did reopen, and with a slightly revised schedule and boundless pools of mud, 
concertgoers scrambled back in.  
 
The story of the night—second to the storm—was undoubtedly The Black Keys. After M83 
finished their set on the North side of Grant Park’s most expansive field, their fans turned 
south towards The Keys’ stage to make up the back 50ish yards of the biggest crowed I have 
ever seen. An introduction from Mayor Rahm Emmanuel, who was off stage before you even 
realized who the intimidating voice belonged to, was all that preceded an incredibly raw 
performance—one that only this bluesy set of Ohioans could deliver. Their music is defined by 
its simplicity, and this mantra carried over into their live set flawlessly. In fact, lead singer 
Dan Auerbach asked their resident keyboardist/bassist to leave the stage at one point so he 
and drummer Patrick Carney could perform alone, creating music powerful enough to fill 
Chicago with just a guitar and a drum set. I am amazed that they are able to seem so at home 
in front of ten thousand people. Everything about them—music, clothing, persona—seems to 
convey an utter desire to stay out of the spotlight. But even if that is the case, even if the 
night-ending fireworks made them cringe, the two make no sign of it. They’re natural 
performers, ending the first night of Chicago’s 2012 Lollapalooza in spectacular fashion.  


